The PhD Workshop Day aims to convey part of the current research developed within the Department of Psychology and Cognitive Science at the University of Trento. Approximately 10 oral and 8 poster presentations will be given by the students of the Doctoral Course of Psychological Sciences and Education, followed by integrative discussions among participants. This event is addressed to everybody interested in the research topics as well as to those who are considering pursuing a doctoral degree.

**Talks**

- Nutrition and gastrointestinal conditions in Autism Spectrum Disorders: is there a link between gut microbiota and ASD?  
  Ilaria Basadonne, XXIX cycle

- Emotion recognition conveyed by biological motion in ASD  
  Noemi Mazzoni, XXIX cycle

- Parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders: well-being of parents, and emotional and physiological reactivity to infant crying  
  Yagmur Ozturk, XXVIII cycle

- Brain Connectivity and mother-child relationship  
  Mauro Serra, XXVIII cycle

- Physiological and behavioural aspects of mother-infant attachment: a study on five months old babies  
  Maria Rostagno, XXVII cycle

- How to support paths of school success for students of foreign origin in Italian middle school  
  Giovanna Malusà, XXIX cycle

- Collaborative learning for quality teaching in large classes  
  Nan Yang, XXVII cycle

- Early Social Evaluation in Human Infants - Infants’ expectation of equal distribution of resources. Two eye-tracker studies  
  Isabel Neira Gutiérrez, XXVII cycle

- Affective States and Economic Decisions: The Role of Arousal on Risk Preferences  
  Andrea Galentino, XXVIII cycle

- A new methodology to represent the dynamics of rating evaluations: DYnamic Functional RAting Scale (DYFRAS)  
  Antonio Calcagni, XXVIII cycle

**Posters**

- Role of segmental information in Categorical Perception of F0 variations: polar question or statement?  
  Alessandra Zappoli, XXX cycle

- Emotional security moderates autonomic responses to distress stimuli in adult males  
  Arianna Dalsant, XXX cycle

- Strong Emergentism and Cognitive Neuroscience: an Appraisal of Michael Gazzaniga’s Account  
  Diego Azevedo Leite, XXX cycle

- Is a cultural pluralism possible?  
  Mauro Sabadini, XXX cycle

- Following the gaze: the social orienting impairment in Autistic Spectrum Disorder  
  Teresa Del Bianco, XXX cycle

- Perceived impact of organizational change on job stress and general health: a longitudinal study  
  Valeria Ciampa, XXX cycle

- How Person-Fit Statistics work on faking  
  Marco Bressan, XXX cycle

- The development of intent-based moral approval  
  Francesco Margoni, XXIX cycle

The event will start at 9:00 am in Palazzo Istruzione, Aula Magna, first floor